A variety of results which enable model checking of important classes of infinite-state systems are based on exploiting the property of data independence. The literature contains a number of definitions of variants of data independence, which are given by syntactic restrictions in particular formalisms. More recently, data independence was defined for labelled transition systems using logical relations, enabling results about data independent systems to be proved without reference to a particular syntax. In this paper, we show that the semantic definition is sufficiently strong for this purpose. More precisely, it was known that any syntactically data independent symbolic LTS denotes a semantically data independent family of LTSs, but here we show that the converse also holds.
Introduction
Informally, a system is data independent with respect to a data type X when, apart from input, output and storage, the only operation that is performed on values of type X is testing a pair of them for equality. The stronger variant of data independence where equality on X is not available is also studied in the literature, as are weaker variants such as allowing constants of type X and unary predicates on X.
A variety of results which enable model checking [5] of important classes of infinite-state systems are based on exploiting data independence (e.g. [23, 12, 10, 20, 6, 14, 22, 19] ). Although their proofs are in terms of semantics, most of these results are based on definitions of data independence which are by means of syntactic restrictions in particular formalisms.
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The first semantic definition of data independence which accommodates the variants with or without equality, constants and predicates was given in [15] . The semantic entities used are families of labelled transition systems (LTSs), which consist of an LTS per instantiation of a signature. A signature is a set of type variables and a term context. Logical relations [21] are used to define when a family of LTSs is parametric, and the definition of data independence is the special case when the term context of the signature consists of only equality predicates, constants and unary predicates. It is shown in [15] that the semantics of any syntactically data independent UNITY program [4] is a data independent family of LTSs. The same paper also proves a theorem based on the semantic definition which enables the problem of model checking a data independent system for all instantiations of X to be reduced to model checking for a finite number of finite instantiations. Since it is proved from the semantic definition, the theorem applies to any formalism which can be given semantics by LTSs in which transition labels record values of transition parameters.
Although the definition in [15] was sufficiently restrictive to prove the particular reduction theorem, it was not known whether that was an accident. In other words, it was not known whether the collection of all data independent families of LTSs was equal to or strictly larger than the collection of those which arise as semantics of syntactically data independent systems. In this paper, we show that it is equal.
More precisely, we show that, in the absence of inductive types, any parametric family of LTSs whose signature consists of equality predicates, uninterpreted predicates of arbitrary arity, and uninterpreted constants, and whose types of states and transition labels do not contain functions, is definable by a symbolic LTS with the same signature. Data independence as in [15] is the special case when the uninterpreted predicates are only unary. Inductive types are not considered for simplicity, because they are orthogonal to definability of families constrained by logical relations, which is the topic of the paper. Functions within states or transition labels are also excluded in the reduction theorems in [15] . Symbolic LTSs are a basic formalism which combines simply typed λ-calculus and nondeterminism. They can be seen as a graphical variant of UNITY, and are a generalisation of first-order Kripke structures [2] .
Compared with the literature on definability in models based on logical relations (e.g. [18, 13, 1, 7] ), we consider only first-order computation which can use equality testing and predicates of arbitrary arity, but the novelty in our result is that it applies to nondeterministic computation.
Section 2 is devoted to preliminaries. In Section 3, we define families of values, sets, and LTSs, and specify what it means for such families to be parametric. In Section 4, we define symbolic LTSs, and observe that their semantics is parametric. Section 5 is devoted to the definability result. In Section 6, we conclude and remark about future work.
Due to the space limit, proofs can be found in [16] .
